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C U R T A I N
C O L L E C T I O N



Soundproof
your space

Amplify 
productivity

Experience peace 
and productivity with 
our noise-reducing curtains.

“Through your office environment
you are telling a story and

you’ll decide how that story goes.”

Niek Renders
CEO Drisag

CURTAIN COLLECTION           2024

WAVE

CURTAIN SPECIFICATIONS

Our custom made curtains have a wave shape. 
To maintain the pleats, the curtains are always 
weighted down at the bottom with a lead cord.

For every meter you want to cover with a curtain, 
you’ll need at least 2,5 meters curtain. So the fabric 
will be at least 2,5 times longer than the rail you’re 
going to need because of the wave shape.

RAIL

The aluminium rail will always be exposed. The 
curtain is attached under the rail. You can choose 
between a round or a rectangular curtain rail. The 
standard colours are white (RAL 9010) or black 
(RAL 9005).

The rail can be mounted on walls or the ceiling. 
If you have to be aware of sprinkler systems or 
lighting, you can choose to mount the rail with 
minisuspension hangers.

Our curtain rails are available in different angles 
and radii starting from 80 cm. Sharp corners are 
possible in radii 15, 20 and 30 cm. 



GROUPS
Fabric
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05
Aerio
Highlight
Linda
Lucy

Nala
Tula
Zulu 2

02
Osian

04
Demi
Elise
Rocket
Swan

03
Blockbuster
Chira
Clare
Daybreak
Fogo

Nias
Oracle
Sara
Teon

06
Dater
Felter
RushPlain

Twilight
Zone

07
Ellis 
Tinos

Sunniva
Tonica

09
Panorama

10
Lumo
Marmara

12
Formoza

CURTAIN COLLECTION

BENEFITS

Created by Philipp Petzka
from the Noun Project

Created by Austin Condiff
from the Noun Project

Created by Amethyst Studio
from the Noun Project

Created by Aidan Cooke
from the Noun Project

Created by Fantastic
from the Noun Project

YOUR DREAM OFFICE AWAITS AT OUR EXPERIENCE CENTER

1. Privacy
2. Light control
3. Temperture regulation
4. Noise reduction
5. Aesthetics and decor

Discover our extensive collection of curtains, 
tailored to meet your unique taste and 
preferences. For privacy enthusiasts, we offer 
a range of elegant and opulent curtains that 
will transform your office into a sanctuary of 
seclusion. If you crave natural light control, 
our versatile selection includes sheer curtains 
that delicately filter sunlight, as well as blackout 
options to ensure darkness for presentations 
or relaxation. Energy-conscious individuals 
will appreciate our thermal curtains, designed 
to regulate temperature and reduce energy 
consumption. Moreover, our curtains boast a 
variety of stylish designs and colors, allowing 
you to find the perfect match that complements 
your office decor. Unleash your creativity and 
explore our curtain assortment today.

Step into our experience center and immerse yourself 
in a world of curtains. Let our knowledgeable staff 
guide you to find the perfect curtain that fits your 

unique space. Schedule your visit today!



Diamantstraat 8
2200 Herentals
België
+32 14 23 11 11 

BTW BE 0407.866.588
RPR Turnhout

to places that work

Join our workplace revolution and

Go from workplaces 

Krommebeekpark 22
8800 Roeselare
België
+32 51 67 13 09

Experience Center & Production Experience Center (by appointment only)


